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Getting the books Cinema Modernist Of Masterpieces now is not type of
challenging means. You could not deserted going behind ebook collection or library
or borrowing from your connections to read them. This is an no question simple
means to speciﬁcally get guide by on-line. This online revelation Cinema Modernist
Of Masterpieces can be one of the options to accompany you considering having
further time.
It will not waste your time. say you will me, the e-book will agreed tune you
additional issue to read. Just invest little era to gate this on-line publication Cinema
Modernist Of Masterpieces as skillfully as evaluation them wherever you are now.

KEY=OF - BOONE KIERA
MASTERPIECES OF MODERNIST CINEMA
Indiana University Press Noted ﬁlm scholars analyze some of the most
challenging ﬁlms of the 20th century

A MODERNIST CINEMA
FILM ART FROM 1914 TO 1941
Oxford University Press In A Modernist Cinema, sixteen distinguished
scholars in the ﬁeld of the New Modernist Studies explore the
interrelationships among modernism, cinema, and modernity. Focusing on
several culturally inﬂuential ﬁlms from Europe, America, and Asia produced
between 1914 and 1941, this collection of essays contends that cinema
was always a modernist enterprise. Examining the dialectical relationship
between a modernist cinema and modernity itself, these essays reveal how
the movies represented and altered our notions and practices of modern
life, as well as how the so-called crises of modernity shaped the evolution
of ﬁlmmaking. Attending to the technical achievements and formal
qualities of the works of several prominent directors - Giovanni Pastrone,
D. W. Griﬃth, Sergei Eisenstein, Fritz Lang, Alfred Hitchcock, F. W. Murnau,
Carl Theodore Dreyer, Dziga Vertov, Luis Buñuel, Yasujiro Ozu, John Ford,
Jean Renoir, Charlie Chaplin, Leni Riefenstahl, and Orson Welles - these
essays investigate several interrelated topics: how a modernist cinema
represented and intervened in the political and social struggles of the era;
the ambivalent relationship between cinema and the other modernist arts;
the controversial interconnection between modern technology and the new
art of ﬁlmmaking; the signiﬁcance of representing the mobile human body
in a new medium; the gendered history of modernity; and the
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transformative eﬀects of cinema on modern conceptions of temporality,
spatial relations, and political geography.

FILM AND LITERARY MODERNISM
Cambridge Scholars Publishing In Film and Literary Modernism, the
connections between ﬁlm, modernist literature, and the arts are explored
by an international group of scholars. The impact of cinema upon our ways
of seeing the world is highlighted in essays on city symphony ﬁlms, avantgarde cinema, European ﬁlmmaking and key directors and personalities
from Charlie Chaplin, Sergei Eisenstein and Alain Renais to Alfred
Hitchcock and Mae West. Contributors investigate the impact of ﬁlm upon
T. S. Eliot, time and stream of consciousness in Virginia Woolf and Henri
Bergson, the racial undercurrents in the ﬁlm adaptations of Ernest
Hemingway’s ﬁction, and examine the ﬁlm writing of William Faulkner,
James Agee, and Graham Greene. Robert McParland assembles an
international group of researchers including independent ﬁlm makers,
critics and professors of ﬁlm, creative writers, teachers of architecture and
design, and young doctoral scholars, who oﬀer a multi-faceted look at
modernism and the art of the ﬁlm.

GIALLO!
GENRE, MODERNITY, AND DETECTION IN ITALIAN HORROR CINEMA
State University of New York Press Traces the giallo mystery/horror genre
from its genesis in Italian cinema of the 1960s and 1970s to its
contemporary place in the global cult-ﬁlm canon. Italian giallo ﬁlms have a
peculiar allure. Taking their name from the Italian for "yellow"— reﬂecting
the covers of pulp crime novels—these genre movies were principally
produced between 1960 and the late 1970s. These cinematic hybrids of
crime, horror, and detection are characterized by elaborate set-piece
murders, lurid aesthetics, and experimental soundtracks. Using critical
frameworks drawn from genre theory, reception studies, and cultural
studies, Giallo! traces this historically marginalized genre's journey from
Italian cinemas to the global cult-ﬁlm canon. Through close textual analysis
of ﬁlms including The Girl Who Knew Too Much (1963), Blood and Black
Lace (1964), The Bird with the Crystal Plumage (1970), The Black Belly of
the Tarantula (1971), and The Case of the Bloody Iris (1972), Alexia Kannas
considers the rendering of urban space in the giallo and how it expresses a
complex and unsettling critique of late modernity. Alexia Kannas is
Lecturer in Media and Cinema Studies in the School of Media and
Communication, RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia. She is the author
of Deep Red.

MODERNISM TODAY
Rodopi This book manifests at least four recent shifts and tendencies
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within Modernist studies in general that point at the expansion of this
increasingly interdisciplinary ﬁeld. First, Modernist studies has seen a
temporal expansion, to the extent that scholars in the ﬁeld have come to
turn to both the pre- and posterior history of Modernism. Second, the ﬁeld
has witnessed a spatial expansion, in that increasingly so researchers have
also come to scrutinize the Modernisms of regions at the fringes of Europe,
and beyond. Thirdly, a vertical expansion too has marked Modernist
studies in recent decades, not only by further expanding the canon of
women writers and exploring the continuum between high- and lowbrow,
but also by looking at the artistic and mediatized hierarchies and crossfertilizations operative in the period. A fourth conceptual expansion of the
ﬁeld shows that whereas concepts such as “middlebrow”, “arrière-garde”,
and to some extent even “avant-garde”, were once exotic notions of at
best marginal importance in European Modernist studies, they now form
part and parcel of the ﬁeld, complicating and expanding it conceptually.

FILM AND MODERN AMERICAN ART
THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN CINEMA AND PAINTING
Routledge Between the 1890s and the 1930s, movie going became an
established feature of everyday life across America. Movies constituted an
enormous visual data bank and changed the way artist and public alike
interpreted images. This book explores modern painting as a response to,
and an appropriation of, the aesthetic possibilities pried open by cinema
from its invention until the outbreak of World War II, when both the art
world and the ﬁlm industry changed substantially. Artists were watching
movies, ﬁlmmakers studied ﬁne arts; the membrane between media was
porous, allowing for ﬂuid exchange. Each chapter focuses on a suite of
ﬁlms and paintings, broken down into facets and then reassembled to
elucidate the distinctive art–ﬁlm nexus at successive historic moments.

THE AGE OF NEW WAVES
ART CINEMA AND THE STAGING OF GLOBALIZATION
Oxford University Press The Age of New Waves examines the origins of the
concept of the "new wave" in 1950s France and the proliferation of new
waves in world cinema over the past three decades. The book suggests
that youth, cities, and the construction of a global market have been the
catalysts for the cinematic new waves of the past half century. It begins by
describing the enthusiastic engagement between French nouvelle vague
ﬁlmmakers and a globalizing American cinema and culture during the
modernization of France after World War II. It then charts the growing and
ultimately explosive disenchantment with the aftermath of that massive
social, economic, and spatial transformation in the late 1960s. Subsequent
chapters focus on ﬁlms and visual culture from Taiwan and contemporary
mainland China during the 1980s and 1990s, and they link the recent
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propagation of new waves on the international ﬁlm festival circuit to the
"economic miracles" and consumer revolutions accompanying the process
of globalization. While it travels from France to East Asia, the book follows
the transnational movement of a particular model of cinema organized
around mise en scène--or the interaction of bodies, objects, and spaces
within the frame--rather than montage or narrative. The "master shot"
style of directors like Hou Hsiao-Hsien, Tsai Ming-Liang, and Jia Zhangke
has reinvented a crucial but overlooked tendency in new wave ﬁlm, and
this cinema of mise en scène has become a key aesthetic strategy for
representing the changing relationships between people and the material
world during the rise of a global market. The ﬁnal chapter considers the
interaction between two of the most global phenomena in recent ﬁlm
history--the transnational art cinema and Hollywood--and it searches for
traces of an American New Wave.

THE HISTORY OF CINEMA
Oxford University Press Cinema was the ﬁrst, and is arguably still the
greatest, of the industrialized art forms that came to dominate the cultural
life of the twentieth century. Today, it continues to adapt and grow as new
technologies and viewing platforms become available, and remains an
integral cultural and aesthetic entertainment experience for people the
world over. Cinema developed against the backdrop of the two world wars,
and over the years has seen smaller wars, revolutions, and profound social
changes. Its history reﬂects this changing landscape, and, more than any
other art form, developments in technology. In this Very Short
Introduction, Nowell-Smith looks at the deﬁning moments of the industry,
from silent to sound, black and white to color, and considers its genres
from intellectual art house to mass market entertainment. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introduction series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocketsized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

SCREENING MODERNISM
EUROPEAN ART CINEMA, 1950-1980
University of Chicago Press Casting fresh light on the renowned
productions of auteurs like Antonioni, Fellini, and Bresson and drawing out
from the shadows a range of important but lesser-known works, Screening
Modernism is the ﬁrst comprehensive study of European art cinema’s
postwar heyday. Spanning from the 1950s to the 1970s, András Bálint
Kovács’s encyclopedic work argues that cinematic modernism was not a
uniﬁed movement with a handful of styles and themes but rather a
stunning range of variations on the core principles of modern art.
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Illustrating how the concepts of modernism and the avant-garde variously
manifest themselves in ﬁlm, Kovács begins by tracing the emergence of art
cinema as a historical category. He then explains the main formal
characteristics of modern styles and forms as well as their intellectual
foundation. Finally, drawing on modernist theory and philosophy along the
way, he provides an innovative history of the evolution of modern
European art cinema. Exploring not only modernism’s origins but also its
stylistic, thematic, and cultural avatars, Screening Modernism ultimately
lays out creative new ways to think about the historical periods that
comprise this golden age of ﬁlm.

MOVING MODERNISM
THE URGE TO ABSTRACTION IN PAINTING, DANCE, CINEMA
Oxford University Press, USA "Moving Modernism reenacts the
simultaneous eruption of three spectacular revolutions, the development
of pictorial abstraction, the ﬁrst modern dance, and the birth of cinema,
which together changed the artistic landscape of early-twentieth-century
Europe and the future of modern art. Rather than a book about dancing
pictures or about pictures of dancing, however, this study follows the
chronology of the historical avant-garde to show how dance and pictures
were engaged in a kindred exploration of the limits of art and perception
that required the process of abstraction. Recovering performances,
working methods, and circles of aesthetic inﬂuence and reception for
avant-garde dance pioneers and experimental ﬁlmmakers from the turn of
the century to the interwar period, Moving Modernism challenges to
modernism's medium-speciﬁc frameworks by demonstrating the signiﬁcant
role played by the arts of motion in the historical avant-garde's
development of abstraction: from the turn-of-the-century dancer Loïe
Fuller who awakened in symbolist artists the possibility of prolonged or
suspended vision; to cubo-futurist and neo-symbolist artists who reached
pure abstraction in tandem with the radical dance theory and performance
of Valentine de Saint-Point; Sophie Taeuber's hybrid Dadaism between art
and dance; to Akarova, a proliﬁc choreographer linked to Belgian
constructivism, whose pioneers called her dance "music architecture,"
"living geometry," and "pure plastics"; and ﬁnally to the dancing images of
early cinematic abstraction from Edison and the Lumières to Hans Richter,
Fernand Léger and Germaine Dulac. Each chapter reveals abstraction's
emergence not only as a formal strategy but as an apparatus of creation,
perception, and reception deployed across artistic media toward shared
modernist goals. Focusing on abstraction's productive rather than
reproductive value, Andrew argues that abstraction can be worked like a
muscle, a medium through which habits of reception and perception are
broken and art's viewers engaged by the kinaesthetic sensation to move
and be moved"--
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THE FICTIONAL MINDS OF MODERNISM
NARRATIVE COGNITION FROM HENRY JAMES TO CHRISTOPHER
ISHERWOOD
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Challenging the notion that modernism is
marked by an inward turn  a conﬁguration of the individual as distinct
from the world  this collection delineates the relationship between the
mind and material and social systems, rethinking our understanding of
modernism's representation of cognitive and aﬀective processes. Through
analysis of a variety of international novels, short stories, and ﬁlms  all
published roughly between 1890 and 1945  the contributors to this
collection demonstrate that the so-called inward turn of modernist
narratives in fact reﬂects the necessary interaction between mind, self,
and world that constitutes knowledge, and therefore precludes any radical
split between these categories. The essays examine the cognitive value of
modernist narrative, showing how the perception of objects and of other
people is a relational activity that requires an awareness of the constant
ﬂux of reality. The Fictional Minds of Modernism explores how modernist
narratives oﬀer insights into the real, historical world not as a mere object
of contemplation but as an object of knowledge, thus bridging the gap
between classical narratology and modernist experimentation.

MODERNIST STAR MAPS
CELEBRITY, MODERNITY, CULTURE
Routledge Bringing together Canadian, American, and British scholars, this
volume explores the relationship between modernism and modern celebrity
culture. In support of the collection's overriding thesis that modern
celebrity and modernism are mutually determining phenomena, the
contributors take on a range of transatlantic canonical and noncanonical
ﬁgures, from the expected (Virginia Woolf and F. Scott Fitzgerald) to the
surprising (Elvis and Hitler). Illuminating case studies are balanced by the
volume's attentiveness to broader issues related to modernist aesthetics,
as the contributors consider celebrity in relationship to identity,
commodiﬁcation, print culture, personality, visual cultures, and
theatricality. As the ﬁrst book to read modernism and celebrity in the
context of the crises of individual agency occasioned by the emergence of
mass-mediated culture, Modernist Star Maps argues that the relationship
between modernism and the popular is unthinkable without celebrity.
Moreover, celebrity's strange evolution during the twentieth century is
unimaginable without the intercession of modernism's system of cultural
value. This innovative collection opens new avenues for understanding
celebrity not only for modernist scholars but for critical theorists and
cultural studies scholars.
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ACROBATIC MODERNISM FROM THE AVANT-GARDE TO PREHISTORY
Oxford University Press This is a book about artistic modernism contending
with the historical transﬁgurations of modernity. As a conscientious
engagement with modernity's restructuring of the lifeworld, the modernist
avant-garde raised the stakes of this engagement to programmatic
explicitness. But even beyond the vanguard, the global phenomenon of
jazz combined somatic assault with sensory tutelage. Jazz, like the new
technologies of modernity, re-calibrated sensory ratios. The criterion of the
new as self-making also extended to names: pseudonyms and heteronyms.
The protocols of modernism solicited a pragmatic arousal of bodily
sensation as artistic resource, validating an acrobatic sensibility ranging
from slapstick and laughter to the pathos of bereavement. Expressivity
trumped representation. The artwork was a diagram of perception, not a
mimetic rendering. For artists, the historical pressures of altered
perception provoked new models, and Ezra Pound's slogan 'Make It New'
became the generic rallying cry of renovation. The paradigmatic stance of
the avant-garde was established by Futurism, but the discovery of
prehistoric art added another provocation to artists. Paleolithic caves
validated the spirit of all-over composition, unframed and dynamic.
Geometric abstraction, Constructivism and Purism, and Surrealism were all
in quest of a new mythology. Making it new yielded a new pathos in the
sensation of radical discrepancy between futurist striving and remotest
antiquity. The Paleolithic cave and the USSR emitted comparable siren calls
on behalf of the remote past and the desired future. As such, the present
was suﬀused with the pathos of being neither, but subject to both.

PLAY TIME
JACQUES TATI AND COMEDIC MODERNISM
Columbia University Press Jacques Tati is widely regarded as one of the
greatest postwar European ﬁlmmakers. He made innovative and
challenging comedies while achieving international box oﬃce success and
attaining a devoted following. In Play Time, Malcolm Turvey examines
Tati’s unique comedic style and evaluates its signiﬁcance for the history of
ﬁlm and modernism. Turvey argues that Tati captured elite and general
audiences alike by combining a modernist aesthetic with slapstick routines,
gag structures, and other established traditions of mainstream ﬁlm
comedy. Considering ﬁlms such as Monsieur Hulot’s Holiday (1953), Mon
Oncle (1958), Play Time (1967), and Traﬁc (1971), Turvey shows how Tati
drew on the rich legacy of comic silent ﬁlm while modernizing its
conventions in order to encourage his viewers to adopt a playful attitude
toward the modern world. Turvey also analyzes Tati’s sardonic view of the
bourgeoisie and his complex and multifaceted satire of modern life. Tati's
singular and enduring achievement, Turvey concludes, was to translate the
democratic ideals of the postwar avant-garde into mainstream ﬁlm
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comedy, crafting a genuinely popular modernism. Richly illustrated with
images from the director’s ﬁlms, Play Time oﬀers an illuminating and
original understanding of Tati’s work.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY FICTION
John Wiley & Sons This Encyclopedia is an indispensible reference guide to
twentieth-century ﬁction in the English-language. With nearly 500
contributors and over 1 million words, it is the most comprehensive and
authoritative reference guide to twentieth-century ﬁction in the English
language. Contains over 500 entries of 1000-3000 words written in lucid,
jargon-free prose, by an international cast of leading scholars Arranged in
3 volumes covering British and Irish Fiction, American Fiction, and World
Fiction, with each volume edited by a leading scholar in the ﬁeld Entries
cover major writers (such as Saul Bellow, Raymond Chandler, John
Steinbeck, Virginia Woolf, A.S Byatt, Samual Beckett, D.H. Lawrence, Zadie
Smith, Salman Rushdie, V.S. Naipaul, Nadine Gordimer, Alice Munro,
Chinua Achebe, J.M. Coetzee, and Ngūgī Wa Thiong’o) and their key works
Covers the genres and sub-genres of ﬁction in English across the twentieth
century (including crime ﬁction, sci ﬁ, chick lit, the noir novel, and the
avante garde novel) as well as the major movements, debates, and rubrics
within the ﬁeld (censorship, globalization, modernist ﬁction, ﬁction and the
ﬁlm industry, and the ﬁction of migration, Diaspora, and exile)

PERPETUAL CARNIVAL
ESSAYS ON FILM AND LITERATURE
Oxford University Press Upholding literature and ﬁlm together as
academically interwoven, Perpetual Carnival underscores the everlasting
coexistence of realism and modernism, eschewing the popularly accepted
view that the latter is itself a rejection of the former. Mining examples
from both ﬁlm and literature, Colin MacCabe asserts that the relationship
between ﬁlm and literature springs to life a wealth of beloved modernist
art, from Jean-Luc Godard's Pierre le Fou to James Joyce's Ulysses, enriched
by realism's enduring legacy. The intertextuality inherent in adaptation
furthers this assertion in MacCabe's inclusion of Roman Polanski's Tess, a
1979 adaptation of Thomas Hardy's nineteenth-century realist novel, Tess
of the d'Urbervilles. Showcasing essays enlivened by cosmopolitan
interests, theoretical insight, and strong social purpose, Perpetual Carnival
supports a humanities which repudiates narrow specialization and which
seeks to place the discussion of ﬁlm and literature ﬁrmly in the reality of
current political and ideological discussion. It argues for the writers and
directors, the thinkers and critics, who have most ﬁred the contemporary
imagination.
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POST-WAR CINEMA AND MODERNITY
A FILM READER
Edinburgh University Press Post-war Cinema and Modernity explores the
relationship between ﬁlm and modernity in the second half of the
twentieth century. Its distinguishing feature is the focus on the close
connections between history, theory and textual criticism. The ﬁrst
section, on Film Theory and Film Form, begins with a sustained group of
theory readings. Bazin and Telotte critique new post-war forms of ﬁlm
narrative, while Metz and Birch respond to the ﬁlmic innovations of the
1960s and the question of modernism. Pasolini's landmark polemic on the
cinema of poetry is a vital springboard for the later critiques by Deleuze
and Tarkovsky of time and the image, and for Kawin and De Lauretis of
subjectivities and their narrative transformation, while Jameson deals with
the topical question of ﬁlm and postmodernity. There follows a series of
essays grouped around diﬀerent aspects of ﬁlm form. General discussion of
changes in ﬁlm technology and cinematic perception can be seen in the
essays by Virilio, Wollen, Aumont and Bukatman, and is extended to a
discussion of ﬁlm documentary. Finally, there is a focus on
cinematographers and their ﬁlmic collaboration, with a specially
commissioned essay on post-war British cinematography, and readings
featuring the work of Michael Chapman with Martin Scorsese and Nestor
Almendros with Terrence Malick.The second section looks at International
Cinema, placing ﬁlmmaking and ﬁlmmakers in a social and a national
context, as well as taking up many aspects of ﬁlm theory. It brings
together landmark essays which contextualise feature ﬁlms historically,
yet also highlight their aesthetic power and their wider cultural
importance. Filmmakers discussed include Ozu, Bresson, Hitchcock,
Godard, Fassbinder and Zhang Yimou. There is a new translation of
Kieslowski's essay on Bergman's The Silence and an essay specially
commissioned for the volume on the work of Theo Angelopoulos.Features*
Filmmaking and ﬁlmmakers are placed in social, nat

AESTHETICS
A COMPREHENSIVE ANTHOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons A revised second edition of the bestselling anthology on
the major ﬁgures and themes in aesthetics and philosophy of art, the ideal
resource for a comprehensive introduction to the study of aesthetics
Aesthetics: A Comprehensive Anthology oﬀers a well-rounded and
thorough introduction to the evolution of modern thought on aesthetics. In
a collection of over 60 readings, focused primarily on the Western
tradition, this text includes works from key ﬁgures such as Plato, Hume,
Kant, Nietzsche, Danto, and others. Broad in scope, this volume also
contains contemporary works on the value of art, frequently-discussed
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continental texts, modern perspectives on feminist philosophy of art, and
essays by authors outside of the community of academic philosophy,
thereby immersing readers in an inclusive and balanced survey of
aesthetics. The new second edition has been updated with contemporary
essays, expanding the volume’s coverage to include the value of art,
artistic worth and personal taste, questions of aesthetic experience, and
contemporary debates on and new theories of art. This edition also
incorporates new and more standard translations of Kant's Critique of the
Power of Judgment and Schopenhauer's The World as Will and
Representation, as well as texts by Rousseau, Hegel, DuBois, Alain Locke,
Budd, Robinson, Saito, Eaton and Levinson. Presents a comprehensive
selection of introductory readings on aesthetics and philosophy of art
Helps readers gain a deep historical understanding and clear perspective
on contemporary questions in the ﬁeld Oﬀers new essays speciﬁcally
selected to promote inclusivity and to highlight contemporary discussions
Introduces new essays on topics such as environmental and everyday
aesthetics, evolutionary aesthetics, and the connections between
aesthetics and ethics Appropriate for both beginning and advanced
students of philosophical aesthetics, this selection of texts initiates
readers into the study of the foundations of and central developments in
aesthetic thought.

CLOSE UP: CINEMA AND MODERNISM
Bloomsbury Publishing Between 1927 and 1933, the journal "Close Up"
championed a European avant-garde in ﬁlm-making. This volume
republishes articles from the journal, with an introduction and a
commentary on the lives of, and complex relationships between, its writers
and editors.

COMIC VENUS
WOMEN AND COMEDY IN AMERICAN SILENT FILM
Wayne State University Press For many people the term “silent comedy”
conjures up images of Charlie Chaplin’s Little Tramp, Buster Keaton’s
Stoneface, or Harold Lloyd hanging precariously from the side of a
skyscraper. Even people who have never seen a silent ﬁlm can recognize
these comedians at a glance. But what about the female comedians? Gale
Henry, Louise Fazenda, Colleen Moore, Constance Talmadge—these and
numerous others were wildly popular during the silent ﬁlm era, appearing
in countless motion pictures and earning top salaries, and yet, their names
have been almost entirely forgotten. As a consequence, recovering their
history is all the more compelling given that they laid the foundation for
generations of funny women, from Lucille Ball to Carol Burnett to Tina Fey.
These women constitute an essential and neglected sector of ﬁlm history,
reﬂecting a turning point in women’s social and political history. Their
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talent and brave spirit continues to be felt today, and Comic Venus:
Women and Comedy in American Silent Film seeks to provide a better
understanding of women’s experiences in the early twentieth century, and
to better understand and appreciate the unruly and boundary-breaking
women who have followed. The diversity and breadth of archival materials
explored in Comic Venus illuminate the social and historical period of
comediennes and silent ﬁlm. In four sections, Kristen Anderson Wagner
enumerates the relationship between women and comedy, beginning with
the question of why historically women weren’t seen as funny or couldn’t
possibly be funny in the public and male eye, a question that persists even
today. Wagner delves into the idea of women’s “delicate sensibilities,”
which presumably prevented them from being funny, and in chapter two
traces ideas about feminine beauty and what a woman should express
versus what these comedic women did express, as Wagner notes,
“comediennes challenged the assumption that beauty was a fundamental
component of ideal femininity.” In chapter three, Wagner discusses how
comediennes such as Clara Bow, Marie Dressler, and Colleen Moore used
humor to gain recognition and power through performances of sexuality
and desire. Women comedians presented “sexuality as fun and playful,
suggesting that personal relationships could be ﬂuid rather than stable.”
Chapter four examines silent comediennes’ relationships to the modern
world and argues that these women exempliﬁed modernity and new
womanhood. The ﬁnal chapter of Comic Venus brings readers to
understand comediennes and their impact on silent-era cinema, as well as
their lasting inﬂuence on later generations of funny women. Comic Venus
is the ﬁrst book to explore the overlooked contributions made by
comediennes in American silent ﬁlm. Those with a taste for ﬁlm and
representations of femininity in comedy will be fascinated by the analytical
connections and thoroughly researched histories of these women and their
groundbreaking movements in comedy and stage.

MODERNISM AND ITS MARGINS
REINSCRIBING CULTURAL MODERNITY FROM SPAIN AND LATIN
AMERICA
Routledge First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

PROJECTING WORDS, WRITING IMAGES
INTERSECTIONS OF THE TEXTUAL AND THE VISUAL IN AMERICAN
CULTURAL PRACTICES
Cambridge Scholars Publishing This compilation of essays by 20 scholars
trained in comparative literatures, art history, critical theory, and
American cultural studies further explores and expands the spirited and
energetic ﬁeld of visual cultural studies and its cognate or supplemental
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projects of “visual practices” and “visual literacy.” Their topics and
perspectives engage contemporary re-theorizations of “text,” of “word”
and “image,” while their alignments, ruptures, slippages and aporias fall
across a range of media practices and institutions. These include
photography and exhibition, ﬁlm, television, entertainment, journalism,
poetry and literature as visual and spectacular performances, and graphic
narratives, but also their discursive intersections with “race” and
ethnicity, their conjugations of gender, their tense and constitutive
relations within multiple public spheres and (post)modernities.

AFTER LA DOLCE VITA
A CULTURAL PREHISTORY OF BERLUSCONI'S ITALY
Stanford University Press This book chronicles the demise of the
supposedly leftist Italian cultural establishment during the long 1980s.
During that time, the nation's literary and intellectual vanguard managed
to lose the prominence handed it after the end of World War II and the
defeat of Fascism. What emerged instead was a uniquely Italian brand of
cultural capital that deliberately avoided any critical questioning of the
prevailing order. Ricciardi criticizes the development of this new
hegemonic arrangement in ﬁlm, literature, philosophy, and art criticism.
She focuses on several turning points: Fellini's futile, late-career critique of
Berlusconi-style commercial television, Calvino's late turn to reactionary
belletrism, Vattimo's nihilist and conservative responses to French
poststructuralism, and Bonito Oliva's movement of art commodiﬁcation,
Transavanguardia.

THE MODERNIST WORLD
Routledge The Modernist World is an accessible yet cutting edge volume
which redraws the boundaries and connections among interdisciplinary and
transnational modernisms. The 61 new essays address literature, visual
arts, theatre, dance, architecture, music, ﬁlm, and intellectual currents.
The book also examines modernist histories and practices around the
globe, including East and Southeast Asia, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa,
Australia and Oceania, Europe, Latin America, the Middle East and the Arab
World, as well as the United States and Canada. A detailed introduction
provides an overview of the scholarly terrain, and highlights diﬀerent
themes and concerns that emerge in the volume. The Modernist World is
essential reading for those new to the subject as well as more advanced
scholars in the area – oﬀering clear introductions alongside new and
refreshing insights.

SEEING THROUGH THE EIGHTIES
TELEVISION AND REAGANISM
Duke University Press With a cast of characters including Michael, Hope,
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Elliot, Nancy, Melissa, and Gary; Alexis, Krystle, Blake, and all the other
Carringtons; not to mention Maddie and David and even Crockett and
Tubbs, Feuer smoothly blends close readings of well-known programs and
analysis of television's commercial apparatus with a thorough-going
theoretical perspective engaged with the work of Baudrillard, Fiske, and
others. Her comparative look at Yuppie TV, Prime Time Soaps, and madefor-TV movie Trauma Dramas reveals the contradictions and tensions at
work in much prime-time programming and in the frustrations of the
American popular consciousness. Seeing Through the Eighties also
addresses the increased commodiﬁcation of both the producers and
consumers of television as a result of technological innovations and the
introduction of new marketing techniques.

DOUGLAS SIRK, AESTHETIC MODERNISM AND THE CULTURE OF
MODERNITY
Edinburgh University Press The ﬁrst truly interdisciplinary analysis to link
Douglas Sirk's striking visual aesthetic to key movements in twentieth
century art and architecture, this book reveals how the exaggerated
artiﬁce of Sirk's formal style emerged from his detailed understanding of
the artistic debates that raged in 1920s Europe and the post-war United
States. With detailed case studies of Final Chord and All That Heaven
Allows, Victoria Evans demonstrates how Sirk attempted to dissolve the
boundaries of cinema by assimilating elements of avant-garde art,
architecture and design into the colour, composition and setting of many of
his most well-known ﬁlms. Treating Sirk's oeuvre as a continuum between
his German and American periods, Evans argues that his mise-en-scene
was the result of an interdisciplinary, transnational dialogue, and
illuminates the broader cultural context in which his ﬁlms appeared by
establishing links between archival documents, Modernist manifestos and
the philosophical writings of his peers.

STAN BRAKHAGE THE REALM BUSTER
Indiana University Press Stan Brakhage’s body of work counts as one of the
most important within post-war avant-garde cinema, and yet it has rarely
been given the attention it deserves. Over the years, though, diverse and
original reﬂections have developed, distancing his ﬁgure little by little
from critical categories. This collection of newly commissioned essays, plus
some important reprinted work, queries some of the consensus on
Brakhage’s ﬁlms. In particular, many of these essays revolve around the
controversial issues of representation and perception. This project sets out
from the assumption that Brakhage’s art is articulated primarily through
opposing tensions, which donate his ﬁgure and ﬁlms an extraordinary
depth, even as they evince ﬂeetingness, elusivity and paradoxicality. This
collection aims not only to clarify aspects of Brakhage’s art, but also to
show how his work is involved in a constant mediation between antinomies
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and opposites. At the same time, his art presents a multifaceted object
endlessly posing new questions to the viewer, for which no point of entry
or perspective is preferred in respect to the others. Acknowledging this,
this volume hopes that the experience of his ﬁlms will be revitalised.
Featuring topics as diverse as the technical and semantic ambiguity of
blacks, the ﬁssures in mimetic representation of the ‘it’ within the ‘itself’
of an image, the ﬁlm-maker as practical psychologist through cognitive
theories, the critique of ocularcentrism by mingling sight with other senses
such as touch, ﬁlms that can actually philosophise in a Wittgensteinian
way, political guilt and collusion in aesthetic forms, a disjunctive, reﬂexive,
and phenomenological temporality realising Deleuze’s image-time, and the
echoes of Ezra Pound and pneumophantasmology in the quest of art as
spiritual revelation; this book addresses not only scholars, but also is a
thorough and thought-provoking introduction for the uninitiated.
Contributors include: Nicky Hamlyn, Peter Mudie, Paul Taberham, Gareth
Evans, Rebecca A. Sheehan, Christina Chalmers, Stephen Mooney and
Marco Lori.

THE NOVEL AFTER FILM
MODERNISM AND THE DECLINE OF AUTONOMY
Oxford University Press According to prevailing media histories, ﬁlm long
ago ought to have rendered the novel obsolete. The irony of this story is
that the "death of the novel" at the hands of ﬁlm has for a long time now
been a pervasive trope of the novel's continued reinvention. The Novel
After Film oﬀers asubstantial reassessment of this paradoxical new
condition of novelistic practice in which writers have re-imagined the novel
in the shadow of ﬁlm. In the cinema, a generation of modernist writers
found a medium whose bad form was also laced with the glamor of the
popular, and whose unfamiliarvisual language seemed to harbor a future
for innovative writing after modernism. How did the cinema - with its crude
continuities, crowded theaters, stock plots, and ghostly images - seem to
ﬂout conventional ideas of narrative form? What new literacies of
experience and representation did ﬁlmseem to promise? As The Novel After
Film demonstrates, this fascination with ﬁlm was played out against the
backdrop of a growing discourse about the novel's respectability. As the
modern novel was increasingly venerated as a genre of aesthetic
reﬁnement, authors such as Virginia Woolf, H. D., Henry Green andAldous
Huxley turned their attention to the cinema in search of alternative
aesthetic histories. For authors working in modernism's atmosphere of
heightened formal sophistication, ﬁlm's bad form took on a perverse
attraction. In this way, ﬁlm played a key role in helping writers negotiate
atransforming public culture which seemed to be leaving the novel behind.

STAN BRAKHAGE
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INTERVIEWS
Univ. Press of Mississippi In this volume, editor Suranjan Ganguly collects
nine of Stan Brakhage’s most important interviews in which the ﬁlmmaker
describes his conceptual frameworks; his theories of vision and sound; the
importance of poetry, music, and the visual arts in relation to his work; his
concept of the muse; and the key inﬂuences on his art-making. In doing so,
Brakhage (1933–2003) discusses some of his iconic ﬁlms, such as
Anticipation of the Night, Dog Star Man, Scenes from Under Childhood,
Mothlight, and The Text of Light. One of the most innovative ﬁlmmakers in
the history of experimental cinema, Brakhage made almost 350 ﬁlms in his
ﬁfty-two-year-long career. These ﬁlms include psychodramas,
autobiography, Freudian trance ﬁlms, birth ﬁlms, song cycles, meditations
on light, and hand-painted ﬁlms, which range from nine seconds to over
four hours in duration. Born in Kansas City, Missouri, he lived most of his
life in the mountains of Colorado, teaching for twenty-one years in the ﬁlm
studies program at the University of Colorado, Boulder. As a ﬁlmmaker,
Brakhage’s life-long obsession with what he called an “adventure in
perception” made him focus on the act of seeing itself, which he tried to
capture on ﬁlm in multiple ways both with and without his camera and by
scratching and painting on ﬁlm. Convinced that there is a primary level of
cognition that precedes language, he wrote of the “untutored eye” with
which children can access ineﬀable visual realities. Adults, who have lost
such primal sight, can “retrain” their eyes by becoming conscious of what
constitutes true vision and the diﬀerent ways in which they daily perceive
the world. Brakhage’s ﬁlms experiment with such perceptions,
manipulating visual and auditory experience in ways that continue to
inﬂuence ﬁlm today.

MOVING PICTURES, STILL LIVES
FILM, NEW MEDIA, AND THE LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Oxford University Press Moving Pictures, Still Lives revisits the cinematic
and intellectual atmosphere of the late twentieth century. Against the
backdrop of the historical fever of the 1980s and 1990s-the rise of the
heritage industry, a global museum-building boom, and a cinematic
fascination with costume dramas and literary adaptations-it explores the
work of artists and philosophers who complicated the usual association
between tradition and the past or modernity and the future. Author James
Tweedie retraces the "archaeomodern turn" in ﬁlms and theory that
framed the past as a repository of abandoned but potentially
transformative experiments. He examines late twentieth-century
ﬁlmmakers who were inspired by old media, especially painting, and often
viewed those art forms as portals to the modern past. In detailed
discussions of Alain Cavalier, Terence Davies, Jean-Luc Godard, Peter
Greenaway, Derek Jarman, Agn�s Varda, and other key directors, the book
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concentrates on ﬁlms that ﬁll the screen with a succession of tableaux
vivants, still lifes, illuminated manuscripts, and landscapes. It also
considers three key ﬁgures-Walter Benjamin, Gilles Deleuze, and Serge
Daney-who grappled with the late twentieth century's characteristic
concerns, including history, memory, and belatedness. It reframes their
theoretical work on ﬁlm as a mourning play for past revolutions and a
means of reviving the possibilities of the modern age (and its paradigmatic
medium, cinema) during periods of political and cultural retrenchment.
Looking at cinema and the century in the rear-view mirror, the book
highlights the unrealized potential visible in the history of ﬁlm, as well as
the cinematic phantoms that remain in the digital age.

A COMPANION TO MODERNIST LITERATURE AND CULTURE
John Wiley & Sons The Companion combines a broad grounding in the
essentialtexts and contexts of the modernist movement with the
uniqueinsights of scholars whose careers have been devoted to the studyof
modernism. An essential resource for students and teachers of
modernistliterature and culture Broad in scope and comprehensive in
coverage Includes more than 60 contributions from some of the
mostdistinguished modernist scholars on both sides of the Atlantic Brings
together entries on elements of modernist culture,contemporary
intellectual and aesthetic movements, and all thegenres of modernist
writing and art Features 25 essays on the signal texts of modernist
literature,from James Joyce’s Ulysses to Zora NealHurston’s Their Eyes
Were Watching God Pays close attention to both British and
Americanmodernism

PROUST AT THE MOVIES
Routledge Film established itself as an artistic form of expression at the
same time that Proust started work on his masterpiece, A la recherche du
temps perdu. If Proust apparently took little interest in what he described
as a poor avatar of reductive, mimetic representation, the resonances
between his own radical reworking of writing styles and the novelistic
forms, and cinema as the art of time are undeniable. Proust at the Movies
is the ﬁrst study in English to consider these rich interconnections. Its
introductory chapter charts the missed encounter between Proust and the
cinema and addresses the problems inherent in adapting his novel to the
screen. The following chapters examine the various cinematic responses to
A la recherche du temps perdu attempted to date: Luchino Visconti and
Joseph Losey's failed attempts at adapting the whole of the novel in the
1970s, Volker Schlöndorﬀ's Un Amour de Swann (1984), Raoul Ruiz's Le
Temps retrouvé (1999), Chantal Akerman's La Prisonnière in La Captive
(2000), and Fabio Carpi's Quartetto Basileus (1982) and Le Intermittenze
del cuore (2003). The last chapter tracks the echoes of Proust's writing in
the work of various directors, from Abel Grace to Jean-Luc Godard. The
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approach is multidisciplinary, combining literary criticism with ﬁlm theory
and elements of philosophy of art. Special attention is given to the
modernist legacy in literature and ﬁlm with its distinctive aesthetic and
narrative features. An outline of the history and recent evolution of
contemporary art cinema thus emerges: a cinema where the themes at the
heart of Proust's work - memory, time, perception - are ceaselessly
explored.

DRIVING VISIONS
EXPLORING THE ROAD MOVIE
University of Texas Press From the visionary rebellion of Easy Rider to the
reinvention of home in The Straight Story, the road movie has emerged as
a signiﬁcant ﬁlm genre since the late 1960s, able to cut across a wide
variety of ﬁlm styles and contexts. Yet, within the variety, a certain generic
core remains constant: the journey as cultural critique, as exploration
beyond society and within oneself. This book traces the generic evolution
of the road movie with respect to its diverse presentations, emphasizing it
as an "independent genre" that attempts to incorporate marginality and
subversion on many levels. David Laderman begins by identifying the road
movie's deﬁning features and by establishing the literary, classical
Hollywood, and 1950s highway culture antecedents that formatively
inﬂuenced it. He then traces the historical and aesthetic evolution of the
road movie decade by decade through detailed and lively discussions of
key ﬁlms. Laderman concludes with a look at the European road movie,
from the late 1950s auteurs through Godard and Wenders, and at
compelling feminist road movies of the 1980s and 1990s.

SHAKESPEARE AND MODERN THEATRE
THE PERFORMANCE OF MODERNITY
Routledge First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

SCULPTING IN TIME
REFLECTIONS ON THE CINEMA
University of Texas Press A director reveals the original inspirations for his
ﬁlms, their history, his methods of work, and the problems of visual
creativity

MODERNISM AT THE MICROPHONE
RADIO, PROPAGANDA, AND LITERARY AESTHETICS DURING WORLD
WAR II
Bloomsbury Publishing As the Second World War raged throughout Europe,
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modernist writers often became crucial voices in the propaganda eﬀorts of
both sides. Modernism at the Microphone: Radio, Propaganda, and Literary
Aesthetics During World War II is a comprehensive study of the role
modernist writers' radio works played in the propaganda war and the
relationship between modernist literary aesthetics and propaganda.
Drawing on new archival research, the book covers the broadcast work of
such key ﬁgures as George Orwell, Orson Welles, Dorothy L. Sayers, Louis
MacNeice, Mulk Raj Anand, T.S. Eliot, and P.G. Wodehouse. In addition to
the work of Anglo-American modernists, Melissa Dinsman also explores the
radio work of exiled German writers, such as Thomas Mann, as well as Ezra
Pound's notorious pro-fascist broadcasts. In this way, the book reveals
modernism's engagement with new technologies that opened up
transnational boundaries under the pressures of war.

DE LA WARR PAVILION
THE MODERNIST MASTERPIECE
Merrell Pub Limited "Designed by the German emigre architect Erich
Mendelsohn and his British partner Serge Chermayeﬀ, the De La Warr
Pavilion on the south coast of England is one of the ﬁnest examples of
Modernist architecture in the world." "De La Warr Pavilion: The Modernist
Masterpiece is the ﬁrst major publication on this landmark building. It
traces the history of the pavilion from the design competition and
construction through to post-war decline and recent restoration. Illustrated
throughout with archival images and specially commissioned photographs,
this book is a true celebration of one of the treasures of twentieth-century
British architecture."--BOOK JACKET.

TAKE ONE'S ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CANADIAN FILM
University of Toronto Press The most exhaustive and up-to-date reference
book on Canadian ﬁlm and ﬁlmmakers, combining 700 reviews and
biographical listings with a detailed chronology of major events in
Canadian ﬁlm and television history.

EUROPEAN DIRECTORS AND THEIR FILMS
ESSAYS ON CINEMA
Scarecrow Press In European Directors and Their Films: Essays on Cinema,
Bert Cardullo oﬀers readable analyses of some of the most important ﬁlm
artists and individual ﬁlms of the last several decades. Beyond simple
biographical capsules and plot summaries, these readings demonstrate
with elegance and clarity what cinema means as well as shows, explaining
how international moviemakers use the resources of the medium to pursue
complex, signiﬁcant human goals.
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HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF SCANDINAVIAN CINEMA
Scarecrow Press Scandinavian cinema—consisting of ﬁlms produced in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Iceland—has been the source of
some of the world's most interesting ﬁlms—The Seventh Seal, Dancer in
the Dark, and The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo—and most inﬂuential
directors—Ingmar Bergman and Lars von Trier. The Historical Dictionary of
Scandinavian Cinema covers the history of the Nordic countries through a
chronology, introductory essays on each country, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary section has over 400 cross-referenced entries
on major persons and ﬁlms, pan-Scandinavian entries on ﬁlm genres,
themes, and subjects such as animation, ethnicity, migration and
censorship. This book is an excellent access point for students,
researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Scandinavian
cinema.
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